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1.0 BACKGROUND AND SITE DESCRIPTION 

This survey relates to the proposed construction of a solar photovoltaic park on land at 

West Farm, Cosheston. 

A plan of the site can be found at Figure 1 and photographs at Figure 2. 

The site consists of seven adjacent fields of improved grassland, currently maintained short 

by sheep and cattle-grazing. Intervening field boundaries are marked by Hawthorn 

hedgerows on low earth banks. Site boundaries are mainly marked by similar. Further 

details can be found in the Target Notes associated with Figure 1. 

The location is rural. Immediately adjacent land is given over access road, pasture or arable 

land with a small area of deciduous woodland adjacent to sites southeast corner. The wider 

landscape is agricultural with most surrounding land given over to pasture or arable. 

We understand that the proposals include the installation of rows of solar photovoltaic 

panels each approximately 5 m wide by 10 +m long mounted on leg so as to raise them 

some 0.8 + m above the ground and tilted to gain maximum exposure to the sun. Works will 

require minimal disturbance to the ground and land between and below the panels can be 

later given over grassland and grazed. We have assumed that there will be no significant 

impact on the existing field boundaries other than a possible need to remove trees along 

southern field boundaries from where they may cast excessive shade. 

 

2.0 SURVEY METHOD 

A walkover survey of the site and adjacent areas was carried out by day on the 10
th

 

February 2012. The intent of the survey was to identify: 

i. the presence of any habitats of conservation importance or other features of 

ecological interest likely to be directly or indirectly affected by the proposed works 

(either during or after installation);  

ii. the presence or possible presence of protected species likely to be affected; 

iii. any need for further ecological survey. 

 

The survey covered: 

i. the site as indicated on Figure 1; 

ii. immediately surrounding accessible land where thought appropriate; 

iii. any other accessible adjacent land or features thought to be of potential relevance. 

 

Habitats 

Habitat survey broadly followed the guidelines given in the Handbook for Phase 1 Habitat 

Survey (JNCC 1993). Target notes were used to identify specific areas on a plan, cross-

referenced where appropriate in the text. Detailed species lists were not compiled. 

 

Protected species 

The site and accessible immediately adjacent land were searched for sign of use or likely use 

by protected species including: 
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Bats 

There are no buildings or other structures present on the site. 

Trees other than those present along the field boundaries included within Target Note H1,   

within the damp gully at Target Note 2 and along the edge of the woodland block at Target 

Note 3 were scanned from the ground using binoculars for locations that appeared 

potentially suitable for use by bats as roosts (including large cavities apparently suitable for 

use as major roosts by good numbers of bats and/or significant numbers of smaller crevices 

that appeared potentially suitable for use as minor roosts by individual or small numbers of 

bats). 

Trees present along the field boundaries included within Target Note H1, within the damp 

gully at Target Note 2 and along the edge of the woodland block at Target Note 3 were not 

subjected to any detailed assessment as to their individual potential for use as roosts by 

bats other than to note that some apparently suitable trees were present in each of these 

areas. 

An assessment was made of the potential of the site and/or its boundaries for use by bats 

for the purpose of foraging and/or commuting. 

 

Badger 

The site and, if deemed appropriate, accessible land within 20-30 m of it was surveyed 

during daylight for the presence of badger setts or any other sign of use by badger including 

badger tracks, dung, dung pits and foraging sign. Wooded areas were surveyed only along 

the woodland edge as sufficient to determine whether any setts within them were liable to 

stray into adjacent fields. 

 

Nesting birds 

Habitats present were assessed as to their potential for use as nest sites by birds. A 

thorough search for old birds nests was not carried out. 

 

Reptiles 

An assessment was made of the general suitability of habitats present for use by reptiles. 

 

Great Crested Newts 

An assessment was made of the general suitability of habitats present for use by great 

crested newts. 

 

Other species 

Any other sign of use by protected species and/or the presence of habitats with a 

reasonable potential to support protected species was noted. In this regard we note that 

the works will not directly affect any water bodies, areas of woodland or substantive 

vegetated hedgerows. 

 

Data search 

Where appropriate a search was made for local records of particular species held by the 

National Biodiversity Network (NBN).  
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3.0 SURVEY RESULTS 

3.1 Habitats  

Habitats present are detailed in the Target Notes associated with Figure 1. 

The site is primarily given over to seven fields of improved grassland, currently maintained 

short by sheep and/or cattle grazing and separated by low Hawthorn hedgerows on low 

earth banks. 

Various isolated trees are present within the separating hedgerows though none 

particularly large. 

Notwithstanding the above: 

i. there is a damp gully present at the southeast corner of most southeastern field 

that supports a spring-fed stream and several large trees. We have assumed that for 

logistic reasons this area will not be part of the construction footprint; 

ii. there are numerous trees, some relatively large, along parts of the site boundaries 

including various hedgerow boundaries around the sites northeast corner (see 

Target Notes H1), within the damp gully at Target Note 2 in/adjacent to the sites 

southeast corner and along the edge of the woodland block at Target Note 3 

adjacent to the sites southeast corner. 

With the possible exception of the damp gully in/adjacent to the sites southeast corner (and 

which we have assumed is without the construction footprint), no habitats of particular 

ecological interest or conservation concern are therefore present within the site itself. 

3.2 Protected Species  

Bats 

Trees that present, or look likely to present, significant potential for use as roosts by bats 

are those either contained within sections of hedgerow covered by Target Note H1, within 

the damp gully and/or woodland block at the southeast corner of the site or are otherwise 

covered by individual Target Notes in Figure 1. Any trees not covered by the above were 

deemed too small and/or sound to offer any significant potential for use as roosts. 

The fields of improved grassland are unlikely to support significant levels of bat foraging or 

commuting activity. The Hawthorn hedgerows and earth banks that separate the fields are 

relatively low and similarly unlikely to be used to any significant extent by 

commuting/foraging bats. Bats are relatively likely to commute and/or forage to at least 

some extent along the various taller overlooking hedgerows (in particular those covered by 

Target Note H1) and along the woodland edge and damp gully in the sites southeast corner. 

 

Badger 

Four badger setts were found within or immediately adjacent to the site. These setts are 

show on Figure 1 and described in more detail in Target Notes B1-B4. 

Other than the above, evidence for use of the site by badger was limited to some apparent 

foraging activity (snuffle holes) in pasture in the vicinity of the sett at B1 and occasional, not 

particularly well-used tracks crossing onto the site at various points along the sites various 

boundaries. 
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Great Crested Newts 

The drainage pond at Target Note 1 appears suitable for use by great crested newts. 

However, we note that: 

i. records of great crested newts in southwest Wales are rare and the closest such 

records held by the NBN are from some 10+ km to the northeast; 

ii. the pond was dug by the farmer relatively recently and is not shown on the OS 

1:25000 map; 

iii. there are no other ponds present upon the site, apparent adjacent to it or shown 

within 500 m of it as shown on the OS 1:25000 map; 

iv. while hedgerows present within the site appear suitable for use by terrestrial great 

crested newts for dispersal, shelter or foraging, vegetation within areas of improved 

grassland is currently maintained too short for it to be suitable for more than 

occasional brief foraging visits. 

 

Nesting birds 

Birds are highly likely to nest within the various hedgerows, trees and overlooking 

woodland edge during the spring and summer months. Grass within the fields themselves 

appears currently too even and heavily-grazed so provide sufficient cover for birds to nest. 

 

Reptiles 

The various hedgerows, but not the fields themselves (where vegetation is too short), 

appear suitable for use by common reptile species if they are otherwise present locally. 

 

Other 

No other evidence was found for use or likely use of the site or immediately adjacent land 

by protected species.  

With regard to the above we note that the hedgerows that cross the site do not appear 

suitable for use by Hazel dormouse. 
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4.0 INTERPRETATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 Habitats 

We have assumed that the construction/installation footprint will be confined to the fields 

themselves (i.e. areas of grazed, improved grassland), all existing field boundaries will be 

retained and that the damp gully in/adjacent to the southeast corner of the site will be 

retained as is. 

 

Given the above, the proposals should not impact upon any habitats of particular 

conservation concern or ecological interest. 

 

Recommendation: All existing hedgerows should be retained and, where appropriate 

enhanced through additional infill planting, allowing them to grow taller and maintaining 

them more in a way more favourable to wildlife (namely by trimming in January/February 

once every 2-3 years with no more than half of the hedgerow present being cut in any one 

year). 

 

Recommendation: Notwithstanding the above, we recommend that the layout of the 

photovoltaic panels be such as to leave a 2 + m buffer between them and any existing field 

boundary. 

4.2 Bats 

Various trees present within the hedgerows covered by Target Note H1, the damp gully 

covered by target Note 2 and the woodland block covered by Target Note 3 together with 

all trees covered by Target Notes T1-T6 appear to, or likely to, present at least some 

potential for use as roosts by bats.  

 

Recommendation: Should there be a need to remove any of the above trees then such 

trees should be subject to a more detailed assessment and/or survey as to risk of bat roosts 

being present within them. 

 

Recommendation: Notwithstanding the above (and as a sensible, best practice precaution) 

should there be a need to remove any other tree, all felled timbers should be checked for 

the presence of bats prior to chipping, stacking or removal from site. Should bats be found 

within felled timbers then such timbers should be lodged at height (2+m) within a nearby 

tree in such a way that bats can crawl out of them and launch themselves into open space 

and the Countryside Council for Wales should immediately be consulted as to whether any 

further action is warranted.  

 

We understand that there will be no significant lighting. Provided existing hedgerows, 

woodland/woodland edge and tree lines are retained, the proposed works are highly 

unlikely to impact upon any use of the site by bats for commuting/foraging. 

4.3 Badger 

It is an offence to damage, destroy or block access to a badger sett or to disturb a badger 

while it is within a sett. 

We note that five active badger setts have been identified on or immediately adjacent to 

the site. However, we also note that with the exceptions of the main sett at B5, all of the 
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setts are within hedge banks and are unlikely to stray significantly out into areas of 

improved grassland. 

Recommendation: Notwithstanding the above, we recommend that no significant ground 

works are carried out within 20 m of any of the above setts. Any works within this 20 m 

exclusion zone (such as the laying of roadways, installation of photovoltaic panels or 

construction of fencing) should only be carried out in consultation with an appropriately 

qualified ecologist who can advise on whether or not the works can be carried out without 

risk of committing an offence. For the avoidance of doubt we recommend that the 20 m 

exclusion zones are fenced off with hazard tape or similar for the duration of the 

construction period. 

Recommendation: Any new fencing should be such as not to prevent access by badgers. In 

this regard we note that badgers only require occasional openings at ground level of around 

200 mm wide by 150 mm high to gain access and will create their own entrance points 

(should they wish) by burrowing beneath fencing where it does not penetrate the ground. 

4.4 Nesting birds 

Birds are likely to nest within hedgerows and trees during the spring and summer months. It 

is an offence to damage or destroy the nest of any wild bird while that nest is being built or 

in use. 

 

 Recommendation: Any trimming of hedgerows or trees or other significant removal of 

vegetation should be confined to the months of September-February inclusive or otherwise 

immediately preceded by a thorough check to confirm that no active birds’ nests are 

present at the time. 

4.5 Reptiles 

It is an offence to injure or kill wild reptiles. Provided the field boundaries are retained then 

we are of the opinion that, even if retiles are present locally, the risk of the works resulting 

in harm to them is low enough not to risk causing harm to them and thus no further survey 

for them is warranted. 

4.6 Great Crested Newts 

The pond at Target Note 2 appears suitable for use by great crested newts. However, given 

the lack of local records, that the pond is relatively new (i.e. will not support a remnant 

historic population), that there are no other ponds in the vicinity and that the proposed 

works will be principally confined to areas of short, improved grassland and even in those 

area be relatively low impact, we are of the opinion that the risk of great crested newts 

being present locally, using the site and being impacted upon by the proposed works is low 

enough not to warrant any further survey for them. 

4.7 Other 

No evidence was found for significant use, or likely significant use, of the site or 

immediately adjacent land by any other protected species. 

Notwithstanding the above, we see no need for any further ecological survey in relation to 

the proposed works. 

 

Disclaimer. All reasonable effort was taken to ensure an accurate assessment of the situation at the 

time of the survey.  However, the absence of recorded sign should not be taken as an absolute 
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guarantee that the site was not being used by a particular species. There is also no guarantee that 

any particular species will not use the site at any time in the future.  Survey results may be weather 

or seasonally dependent.  
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Figure 1. Site Plan 

 

Reproduced from the Ordnance Survey under licence no: 100041216 
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Target Notes 

1 Drainage pond. Approx 30 m in diameter at the time of survey. Spring fed. Surrounded by 

trees and/or scrub. No significant emergent/aquatic vegetation. Ducks present. 

2 Gully running along edge of field. Contains a small, spring-fed stream and is otherwise damp 

and grassy though with significant Watercress (Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum). Various 

medium-sized to large trees are preswnt within it or around the edges including Ash 

(Fraxinus excelsior), Beech (Fagus sylvaticus) and Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus). 

3 Strip of scrubby woodland. Including various medium-sized Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) Beech 

(Fagus sylvaticus) and Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) and Pedunculate oak (Quercus 

robur). 

4 Open yard. Currently used for storing of silage bales. 

 

Hedgerow 

H1 Regularly defunct hedgerow on low earth bank. Fairly straggly to around 3 m in height. 

Mainly Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna) but including occasional Ash (Fraxinus excelsior), 

Gorse (Ulex europeaus), Holly (Ilex aquifolium), Elder (Sambucus nigra) etc. Regular trees, 

mostly of moderate size but some large - mainly Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) with some 

Pedunculate oak (Quercus robur). Larger specimens, at least, often appear to contain 

locations potentially suitable for use by bats as roosts. 

H2 Low hedgerow on and/or alongside a low earth bank. Total height c 1-1.5 m. Occasionally 

defunct. Species as per H1. Occasional trees (mainly Ash, Hawthorn or Elder), mostly small 

and sound other than as indicated by separate Target Notes. 

 H3 As per H2 but has been allowed to grow out somewhat to produce a straggly hedge of up to 

around 3 m in height. 

 

Trees 

T1 – T7 Medium or large-sized Ash (Fraxinus excelsior). Generally sound but may contain some 

locations  potentially suitable for use as roosts by bats. 

 

Badger setts 

B1 Outlying sett. 3+ entrance sett along a c 4-5 m section of hedge bank. Spoil heaps moderate 

in size with some recent addition.  

B2 Outlying sett. 1+ entrance sett along in hedge bank. No significant spoil though entrance 

appears recently used.  

B3 Annex (?) sett. 5+ entrance sett in earth bank along edge of wood. Spoil heaps relatively 

small with some recent addition. 

B4 Outlying sett. 1+ entrance sett in earth bank along edge of wood. No significant spoil though 

entrance appears recently used. 

B5 Main (?) sett. 10+ entrance sett in earth bank along edge of wood. Some spoil heaps 

relatively large and with recent addition. A well-trodden tracks links the entrances and runs 

along the woodland edge. 
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Figure 2. Site Photographs 
 

 
 

Photograph 1 

 

Examples of the field boundaries at H2 (generally lacking trees) and H1 (with good  

representation of good-sized Ash and Oak trees) respectively. 

 

 
 

Photograph 2 
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Photograph 3 

 

Looking north along the damp gully in the southeast corner of the site. The site is on the left. We have 

assumed this gully will fall without the construction footprint. Note the presence of various good-sized 

trees and the woodland to the right. 

 
 

Photograph 4 

 

The badger sett at B1. 
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Photograph 5 

 

The drainage pond at Target Note 1. 

 

 


